ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

COCO MAT
1. Lay out the mat and hardware as shown in the pictures below:
   - Leveling drag bar in front with bolts pointing up.
   - Coco fibers down, rubber backing up.
   - Flat jam plate near the front of the mat.
   - Angled jam plate near the rear of the mat.
   - Angled cross-sections placed near second-hole in from either side.
   - Flat cross-sections placed near far outside hole on either side.

2. Secure the Coco Mat and jam plates:
   - Press the front empty holes of Coco Mat securely over/around the welded-on bolts on the leveling drag bar.
   - Position the front flat jam plate over the Coco mat around the same Leveling Drag bar bolts.
   - Position the rear angled jam plate over the pre-inserted bolts at the rear of the Coco Mat.

3. Position the cross-sections as described above (flat pieces on the far outside bolts; angled pieces on the second bolts from the outside with angled lip facing inward).

4. Secure all joints with washer, lock washer, and nut (in that order).

   The long chain with snap rings connects to the angle cross sections. This is used to pick up the mat and hang it on the back of your tool or tow vehicle.

   The two short chains with snap rings connect the Coco Mat to your tool or tow vehicle by snapping to the front welded-on eye-bolts of the Leveling Drag bar.